Notes of Committee Meeting 27th November 2008
Present:

Mark; Liz T; Gareth; Angela J; Angela C; Fredrik; Beryl; Harriet; Ashley; Chris I;

Apologies:

Hilary; Liz J

1. Panto budgets were agreed.
2. Ticket prices were agreed at £5 for Thurs and Sat Mat and £8 for Fri and Sat evenings.
3. Crew etc responsibilities:
Props:

Ashley Irons agreed to lead

Wardrobe:

Liz Thomas agreed to lead.

Stage hire / construction:

Mark/Terry (in absentia) agreed to sort

Lights, sound,FX, video link:

Gareth to lead

Tickets:

Gareth (production), Angela (distribution and sales) (as
she's housebound for the next few weeks)

Stage Management:

Harriet agreed to lead

Front of House (arrange seating,
door roster; bar roster):

Liz J (in absentia - has indicated willingness to help as
needed)

Bar:

No application for licence made.
Mark to contact
Steve Watkins re what’s needed and whether SMH
can cover.

Nursery:

To be requested for permission to use. Any takers?

4. Other Panto aspects:
Letter to go to parents explaining what’s going to happen as we go to production.
Fredrik to draft and issue.
Flyer needed for Bowling Club Mailing list.

Gareth to produce and forward to Mark

Neil George has access to beanstalk and Giant’s costume from another Panto production. We
agreed we should see these as soon as possible to assess their suitability for our production.
Neil to arrange to bring them to a rehearsal
Harriet has someone who will undertake some photography. If we can get some early costume
shots for publicity we should take advantage of this. `
Liz T/Harriet to arrange
5. Wilfred Owen concert
Letter and £20 donation received from John Bodman on behalf of Dunsden Church for the
SHADDO contribution.
Hilary to acknowledge.
Mark suggested a donation should be made to Dunsden Church. It was agreed that this should be
done after the Panto.
Hilary to include in post-Panto committee meeting agenda
6. Happy Birthday
th

The Committee wished Angela J a happy 50 birthday!

